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COMPLETE LINE - LIQUID FILLING

If you are looking for a complete packaging line that can fill, cap, torque, and label a variety of

bottles in a small footprint, you are at the right place. It is a project and a packaging line we

developed and manufactured for one of our customers in the Household Products and

Personal Care Industries. To meet this project's requirements we built an inline liquid filling

system including a CPC high-speed capping machine, Notaris Wrap Labeler, and an

inspection system. One of the main goals was to have a line that could fill and cap 5 different

products, each one with different bottle sizes, shapes, and materials, plus its' respective caps,

from regular threaded caps to caps with stems, pump and trigger caps, and sprays. Watch the

video below to learn more about the project. 

Click Here to Watch the Video

COSMETICS AND PERSONAL CARE PACKAGING 

Cosmetics and personal care products are characterized by the relatively high unit value and

the innovative unique shapes of the containers. Innovative shapes and finishes for containers

and caps often imply special considerations for automated packaging equipment. At BellatRx,

we have developed unique features and technologies to handle scratch-prone caps, spray and

pump caps, along with unique bottle shapes and geometries.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

UPCOMING TRADE SHOWS

Our experts attend trade fairs and events all over the world. Meet us personally at one of the
upcoming events. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR EVENTS

At BellatRx we design, build and integrate packaging lines from small batch runs to large high-

speed operation. Our expert technical team, support customers throughout the process from

kick-off to final commissioning, and beyond. Talk to one of our Applications Specialists and

learn more about our packaging solutions. 

CONTACT AN APPLICATIONS SPECIALIST
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